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Abstract— Data Acquisition using FPGA, integrates 3 

different features in a single system: an oscilloscope with FFT 

capabilities and a maximum sampling rate of 100 MSPS, a 

heart rate measurement module (based on plethysmograph 

method) and a galvanic skin response (GSR) module. Besides 

of this features, the entire project is powered from a Li-Po 

battery which provides galvanic isolation of the entire system 

with the main socket supply. The entire project is controlled 

by a SPARTAN-6 FPGA based board which communicates 

with the user through a GUI (Graphic User Interface) 

developed in LabVIEW. In this environment, the user can see 

the waveforms, and can also set all of the adjustments, which 

are converted in commands, and finally sent to FPGA. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Data acquisition process involves collection of 

environmental/input signal and conversion of such signals 

into digital form for processing. The data acquisition is used 

for designing systems which require analysis and 

measurement of physical signals. The Data Acquisition 

System (DAS) consist of sensors, digital to analog convertor, 

analog to digital convertor and DAS measurement hardware. 

Cryptography provides and ensures security of data and is 

widely accepted in various fields of communication. 

Cryptography is the process of converting meaning full data 

into unmeaning full data, so that it cannot be hacked or 

interpreted by unauthorized user. This presents a method for 

design of secure data acquisition system. The sys- tem is 

designed on FPGA platform to increase the speed and 

efficiency of overall system as compared to implementation 

on micro-controllers. The algorithm helps to provide more 

robust and secure data privacy to the information being 

encrypted. 

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION 

The block diagram of the model is fig 1.The external input 

data is applied at the input of the DAQ (Data Acquisition 

Unit).The analog data is converted to digital domain. The 

cryptographic algorithm in ROM of FPGA converts data in 

encrypted form. The encrypted data is displayed on the 

system. The data after decryption is recovered and displayed 

on displaying device like DSO or using NI Labview function. 

The code for the implementation is done in Xilinx soft- ware. 

The language used is VHDL.VHDL (VHSIC Hardware 

Description Language) is a hardware description language 

used in electronic design automation to describe digital and 

mixed-signal systems such as field-programmable gate arrays 

and integrated circuits. VHDL can also be used as a general 

purpose parallel programming language. 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram of Data Acquisition System 

III. OBJECTIVE 

The main idea of this project is to create something that 

encapsulates some measuring tools in a DIY DAQ system. In 

this way, a wide range of users can benefit from this, because, 

having a FPGA board and reproducing some modules, they 

could create their own tool. 

 The features are: Galvanic skin response (GSR), by 

measuring the voltage across 2 electrodes, placed in specific 

parts of the human body. 

The main target is to design: 

1) Low cost oscilloscope with high resolution and high 

sampling rate, 100 MSPS and optional FFT. 

2) Possibility of heart rate measurement based on, with 

optional visualization of the waveform. 

3) Possibility of galvanic skin response (GSR) 

measurement. 

4) Xilinx offers free Web PACK versions of these tool sets, 

so designs can be implemented at no additional cost. 

IV. DESIGN SUMMARY 

The implemented model consists of fingertip sensor, 

amplifying circuit, main processor unit and the LCD module. 

A. The Oscilloscope Board 

It use a 10 bit high speed ADC with parallel interface which 

can reach about 100 MSPS. For processing the signal under 

test before it goes in ADC, an analogic part was developed, 

and it performs operations like: 
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Fig. 2: 

1) Buffering  

2) Dividing 

3) Amplification/attenuation control 

B. The Medical Measurement Board 

It contains two sub-modules on the same board. First module 

is used to measure the galvanic skin response (GSR) of a 

human subject by measuring the skin conductance (G), the 

value of GSR is measured with the oscilloscope board and it 

can be used in medical applications and also in psychological 

experiments. The second module is used to monitor the heart 

rate of a human by measuring the alteration of blood volume 

pumped by the heart. This feature uses an IR diode which 

sends IR light to the human tissue and a photo-transistor as 

main sensor receives the transmitted IR light, but it will be 

modified by the alteration of the blood volume. That is how is 

obtained the heart rate. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The present work has been concentrated on the design and 

development of both hardware and software for cost effective 

data acquisition system (DAS), which are used for measuring 

slowly varying physical variables. Physical parameters such 

as temperature, humidity, and light intensity etc. which are 

generally considered as slowly varying signals, are measured 

by the designed DAS. Design consideration of the PC based 

data acquisition system has been made, based on commonly 

available ports of the personal computers (PCs) viz. parallel 

port, serial port and USB (Universal Serial Bus). Simple cost 

effective methods and techniques have been proposed for the 

design and development of PC based DAS for measuring 

some physical parameters. 
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